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WEIGHTED ESTIMATES FOR MAXIMAL FUNCTIONS
ASSOCIATED WITH FOURIER MULTIPLIERS
SHUICHI SATO
Abstract  We prove some weighted estimates for maximal func 
tions associated with certain Fourier multipliers of Bochner Riesz
type
  Introduction
Let  t  be a continuous function on  R
n
such that  t  
 and  t    for all    and t   Also we assume the following
lim
t 












t  jj  c

tg 	







  t t  
    gj  c 
for all     	 and t   where jEj denotes the Lebesgue measure







dx be the Fourier transform where hx i
denotes the inner product in R
n
 We also write

f  Ff Throughout
this note we assume that n  	 We consider the BochnerRiesz mean




















if s   s


  if s   When  t   jjt

 this










In this note we generalize some known results on weighted estimates
for the maximal functions associated with the ordinary BochnerRiesz
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when  t   t
 
jj and  t   jt
 





satisfying certain regularity conditions It will be shown
that if h is a positive homogeneous function of degree   which is inn
itely dierentiable away from the origin we can nd a suitable  such
that jj  h




nfg for all t   and
that there exists 	















for all t   and multiindices   
 




















 jj  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 f  R
n
 jj  rg
c

is as in  	 Then we have the following
Theorem   Suppose that   satis es the conditions     Let

























 the Muckenhoupt class where SR
n
 denotes the













This is a particular case of the following result
Theorem  Let   be as in Theorem   Suppose that   n   	
































w is the weighted homogeneous
TriebelLizorkin space
See 


















except that the weighted measure wx dx is used
in place of the Lebesgue measure see 
  Note that if    r  p  	
w  A
p


























Thus Theorem   follows from Theorem 	 with p  r  	





be a bijection We dene a space BL to be the
space of all those bijections  which satisfy    and
cj  j  j j  Cj  j for all    R
n
with some constants   c  C Note that if   BL jj 	 jj and
jEj 	 jEj for a measurable set E
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    F
n
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nfg j    	     n and there exists a neighborhood U












in U n fg
for all multiindices 





 we consider  t  dened by either of
the following two equations
 t   t
 
jj  t   jt
 
j
Then we have the following
Corollary   Suppose that   D and let  t  be as above Suppose


























This follows from Theorem   since under the hypotheses of Corollary
   t  satises the conditions     with 	

   in  
Let h be a positive homogeneous function of degree   By this we
mean that ht  th for all t   and   R
n
 h   and h  
for    Then in fact Corollary   is equivalent to the following




nfg Let  t  
t
 
h    t
 
h or  t   h  t
 
 Suppose that





































 if   





    
 
   We can easily
see that   D Dene   
 
   D Since jj  h   by
applying Corollary   to  t   t
 




When  is near  we have the following estimates with power weights
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Theorem  Let  t   t
 
jj   D Suppose that    and
























dx f  SR
n

When  t   jjt

 this is due to CarberyRubio de Francia
Vega 
	 A complex interpolation between Theorem  and Corollary
  with wx  jxj

n     gives the following see 
	 

Corollary  Let  t  be as in Theorem  Suppose that    

























This result can be used to get the following
Corollary  Let  t  be as in Theorem  Suppose that    
n   	 	  p  	nn     	 and n   	p       	
Put w



























The second inequality of the conclusion of Corollary  follows by
Holders inequality As in 






fx  fx ae




 provided 	  p  	nn 	
Remark   When  t   t
 
h where h is a certain positive ho
mogeneous function of degree   the L





  n   	 and w  A
 
can be derived from the estimates of
Seeger for the LittlewoodPaley functions see 





n fg follows form Corollary 	
Remark 	 Let a be a nonnegative continuous function on 
  We
assume that a  C

  a   a     a
















for all s     and    with some positive constants   	
 
 Then
Theorem  and Corollaries   stated above still hold with  t  
at
 
h   and also Corollaries   	 remain true with  t  
ah t
 





n fg and   D In particular this remark applies to
the function as  s
m
 m   In this case  t   t
m
H  or
 t   H  t
 





 	 for related results
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In Section 	 we shall prove Theorem 	 Suppose that h is a positive





 for   R
n
n fg Put 
h
 f  R
n
 h   g If the hypersurface

h












 c   jxj
n
for some 	  
see Sogge 
  Therefore if  t   t
 








is bounded on L
p
w for    p    and w  A
p
 Although
pointwise estimates similar to those given above are not available in
the present situation we have the weighted L
q
estimates for the kernels
arising from a decomposition of the operator S

t
dened by the general
functions  t  Lemma 	 which can be applied to prove Theorem
	





 for certain LittlewoodPaley
functions
	 Proof of Theorem  
To handle the singularity of  t  at    we need the following
pointwise estimates for Fourier transform
Lemma   Let g  R
n



























n fg for jj  n   
Then
jF  gxj  c   jxj
n	
for some   





 such that g  g Write
g  g  Then it su ces to estimate








n fg for jj  n   	 

























for some M   We split the sum on the right hand side into two
pieces




















for N   which will be specied below We may assume jxj  	























To estimate I we use 		 with k  n and to estimate II with k  n 




 we can get the conclusion























   j    suppn

 
































notes the inverse Fourier transform Put G
t









for all t   where U
c

is as in   This can be
seen by using the second condition of     	 and the intermediate
value theorem By   and Lemma   with g  G
t
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where  p   q    and fc
j











































































































 jj  b

g !    if a
 
 jj  a


















By 	 and 	 to prove 	 it su ces to show that there exists

































































where the last inequality follows by a standard argument see 
  thus
using 	 and 	 in 	 and choosing fc
j
g suitably we get 	
To prove 	 we use the following estimates





 k  Z For any  p and  satisfying
  n  	 n    p  	    p and     p  n there































xr r   and the constant
c is independent of t k and j
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for all M  	
where C
M






    gj  c	#
where c is independent of     	 t and k
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where M and  are chosen so that n  n  qp  qM  By this

































where we further assume that p    n    n   q     
Combining 	   and 	 	 we get the conclusion This completes
the proof of Lemma 	
We can nd in Sogge 
  pp   an argument similar to the one
used in the proof of Lemma 	 Now we can prove 	 By Holders


































































   jx yj
n	
dy























































































which proves 	 This completes the proof of Theorem 	
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 Proof of Theorem 
To prove Theorem  we use the following
Proposition   Let  t   t
 
jj   BL Let     
and let m
	
r be a continuously dierentiable function supported in the
interval 















































where       and the constant c is independent of 
When  t   jjt this was proved in CarberyRubio de Francia
Vega 
	 and Rubio de Francia 
 see 
# for a related result
To prove Proposition   we use the following result which can be
found in 
 


















































Now we give a proof of Proposition   By duality to prove Propo









































where we write f
t
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 for this argument Since the estimates in   are known when


































































































where   C


R is such that s    if   s  	 and s   if













Then by applying Proposition   we can prove the following result as
in 
	
Proposition  Let  t  be as in Proposition   Let    and
































that s  s    for s  
 	 and supp  
   where  is

































fx As in the rst part






cMfx Thus the conclusion follows from Proposition 	 and the L

w
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